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Spring 2015  

GYPO Style Challenge 

 

 

Day 1: Bright Jacket + Gray Tee + Camo Jeans + Long Necklace + Bright Flats 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day:  Drab camo gets a punch of color from the bright jacket and flats. Try pairing your 

camo jeans up with different brights. 
 

 

Day 2: Cardigan + Striped Dress + Hoop Earrings + Long Necklace + Wedges 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day:  Cinch in your waist of your striped dress with a leopard print belt.  
 

 

Day 3: Cardigan + Black Tank + Printed Scarf + White Jeans + Hoop Earrings + Wedges 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day:  Loose tees and tanks just love to be half-tucked! Messy is just fine!  
 

 

Day 4: Chambray + White Tank + Dark Wash Jeans + Hoop Earrings + Bright Flats 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day:  Denim on denim is a-OK! The key to pulling off this look is making sure your denims 

are two different washes. Add a fun pop of color with flats and a handbag in bright contrasting colors.  
 

 

Day 5: Bright Jacket + Printed Top + Dark Wash Jeans + Hoop Earrings + Wedges 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day:  Flare, boot cut and trouser jeans pair very nicely with wedges to create a long, lean 

look.  
 

 

Day 6: Cardigan + Gray Tee + White Jeans + Long Necklace + Sandals 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day:  I promise you’ll be pairing up your white jeans with your gray tee all spring! There’s 

just something so right about this classic look. Throw a bright or pastel cardigan on for chilly days.  
 

 

Day 7: Chambray + White Tank + Printed Skirt + Stud Earrings + Bright Flats 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day:  It doesn’t matter if your printed skirt is long, short or somewhere in between – a 

tucked in or tied chambray is it’s perfect companion.  
 

 

Day 8: Cardigan + Gray Tee + Printed Scarf + Dark Wash Jeans + Bright Flats 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day:  A fresh spring mani/pedi in a bright, neutral or pastel will go great with these outfits. 

Pick up a fresh new color next time you’re out or pamper yourself with a visit to the salon.  
 

 

Day 9: Cardigan + Black Tee or Tank + Long Necklace + Colored Denim+ Sandals 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day:  Olive jeans are a great alternative to camo. They look perfectly stylish paired simply 

with a black top and metallic sandals or by adding a top layer with a cardigan or denim jacket.  
 

 

Day 10: Printed Top + White Jeans + Stud Earrings + Bright Flats 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day:  White jeans are the work horse of my spring wardrobe. This is an easy outfit formula 

you can try out with other pieces in your closet. Just add any printed top and coordinating shoes to look 

instantly put together!  
 

 

 



Day 11: Striped Dress + Stud Earrings + Bright Handbag + Bright Flats 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day:  Swap out the bright flats for leopard print to add a little bit of fun pattern mixing to 

this look. 

Day 12: Chambray + White Tank + Patterned or Colored Denim + Wedges + Watch/Bracelet Stack 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day:  The relaxed slouchy fit of a chambray looks amazing tucked into a pair of camo 

pants or colored denim.  
 

 

Day 13: Cardigan + Gray Tee + White Jeans + Long Necklace + Wedges 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day:  Mint and gray are so fresh for spring. Even if you don’t have a mint cardigan, you 

can still use the mint and gray combo for inspiration to create other spring outfits.  
 

 

Day 14: Striped Dress + Printed Scarf + Hoop Earrings + Sandals 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day: There’s nothing easier than your favorite dress with a pair of sandals. Add some 

interest to this basic combo with a printed scarf. Try mixing different patterns and colors to see which one is your 

favorite.  
 

 

Day 15: Printed Top + Colored Denim + Hoop Earrings + Watch/Bracelet Stack + Sandals 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day: Bright or pastel jeans are a great substitution to pair with the printed top.  
 

 

Day 16: Cardigan + Black Tee or Tank + Printed Skirt + Wedges 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day: Is your hair ready for spring? Book an appointment to get winter’s dead ends 

trimmed. Consider adding a few universally flattering face framing highlights around to warm up your 

complexion for warmer weather.  
 

 

Day 17: Chambray + Striped Dress+ Stud Earrings + Bright Flats 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day: Wear your chambray unbuttoned over your striped dress as a top layer or tie it up for 

a little bit of fun. You can also swap it out for a denim jacket.  
 

 

Day 18: Cardigan + White Tank + Printed Scarf + Dark Wash Jeans + Sandals 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day: Sometimes simple is best. There’s nothing like the tried and true formula of a cardigan 

+ scarf + jeans to make getting dressed a breeze. If it’s getting too warm skip the cardigan and scarf and add 

a printed hair wrap to add interest to your outfits.  
 

 

Day 19: Black Tee or Tank + Hoop Earrings + Long Necklace+ Dark Wash Jeans + Wedges 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day: Never underestimate the power of a black top and dark wash jeans. Pile on 

accessories and add a pair of heels for the perfect date night outfit.  
 

 

Day 20: Chambray + White Tank + White Jeans + Watch/Bracelet + Sandals 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day: White jeans and chambray are a match made in fashion heaven! Play around with 

your chambray by trying it untucked, tucked in, half tucked or tied up.  
 

 

Day 21: Black Tank or Tee + Printed Skirt + Hoop Earrings + Bright Handbag + Sandals 

Pretty Style Tip of the Day: This easy, breezy outfit will take you right through summer. Dress down your skirt by 

pairing it with a flowy tank and fun sandals. 


